ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The explosive growth of Internet and widely usage of digital cameras have created tons of digital images. This has posed many new challenges for the image processing community. Understanding image is essential for indexing and retrieving these images. Text in an image can be very helpful for understanding the content of the image. Recently, there has been much work focusing on detecting text in images and videos [2, 4, 6, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16] .
Detecting text from images is a challenging task because training a good text detector requires a lot of training data. However, there can be huge variations in text appearances. The varieties of text come from its variations in font, size, orientation, and position in an image. Text in an image can be blurred from motion when it is taken or occluded by other objects in the scene. Text can also be distorted by slant, tilt, and shape of objects on which they are printed. Also, it is very difficult to separate text foreground from its background in images using a fixed mask. That means it is difficult to get clean positive training data. Unlike labeling faces where we can easily remove face background using a mask, it is hard to mask background off text in an image unless you know exactly where and what text letters / characters are. The same text with different backgrounds can cause additional difficulty in training a good classifier.
Therefore, training a text detector needs a large amount of training data which are too expensive to be manually labeled. The goal of this work is to address the problem of lacking enough training data for supervised learning by exploiting a co-training scheme. Semi-supervised learning provides a way of utilizing the information available in a large amount of unlabeled data to train more robust classifiers than supervised learning which only uses labeled data. Co-training, one of semi-supervised learning methods, has been successfully applied to various domains, such as document classification [1, 13] , video processing and vehicle detection from surveillance video [8] , etc. One important criterion to apply co-training is that the features for the task can be partitioned into two compensate sets. In a text detection task, edge and color features can be separated from each other so they can be treated as an independent split of two compensate feature sets. In this paper, we apply a modified co-training algorithm to improve text detection from images. Our work has two differences from previous other co-training applications. First, recognition results of selected unlabeled image patches are combined with the predictions of the co-training classifiers during the data augment step. Previously, only predictions of co-training classifiers are used to label a few of samples per round. In contrast, when our method labels samples it uses recognition results as complementary information to reduce possibly added noises by unlabeled data. Second, a weighted combination of co-training classifiers is developed through a development set and used to predict the labels on the test set. In most of previous cotraining works, two co-training classifiers are assumed to be equally important in testing. However, this assumption may not be true in some cases such as text detection and face recognition. Different features could contribute different amount of discriminative powers for classification. Section 2 next gives an overview of the proposed approach. Section 3 describes feature selection for co-training in this task. Section 4 introduces a modified co-training algorithm combined with text recognition input. Section 5 shows experimental results and Section 6 concludes the paper. Figure 1 shows some images that contain texts, from which we can see some challenges in this problem. Texts are embedded in complex background / foreground; attributes of text in images are unpredictable, such as size, font, color and direction; lighting conditions are uncontrollable, etc.
PROBLEM DISCRIPTION
These challenges lead us to focus on machine learning approaches instead of relying on empirical features only. To avoid the hard labeling task for text detection, we develop an approach which can take advantage of both co-training and text recognition feedbacks. Co-train two text detectors on disparate feature sets and then use recognition results to obtain cleaner augmented data. The new approach works as follows. First, the algorithm extracts two feature sets: edge features and color features respectively for each image patch. Second, two margin-based classifiers are trained on these two feature sets using only labeled data. Next, the cotraining algorithm comes to play with guidance of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) output. We add a data point into the positive set only when the classifier predicts it as "positive" and also OCR finds text(s) in it. Similarly, a sample is added to the negative set only when it is predicted as "negative" and OCR does not find any text(s) in it. Both conditions must be satisfied in order to move an unlabeled sample to either the positive or the negative set. 
FEATURE SELECTION FOR CO-TRAINING
Co-training algorithm is used to train a pair of classifiers iteratively. The sufficient condition for the success of cotraining is to pick two "conditional independent" feature sets which are both sufficient for correct classification [1, 7] . The choice of feature set is critical to the co-training algorithm. Ideally, we should select totally independent feature sets which can provide compensatory discriminative power to distinguish text and non-text.
Edge and color features are such two naturally conditionally independent feature sets for image processing. Text differs from other objects in the scene due to its two important characteristics. First, background and foreground colors of text in image are in highly contrast. Thus, a text image patch contains regular and low noisy edge features. Second, the color of the text letters in an image patch is quite uniform, which indicates that text image patches may have different color distributions from non-text patches. By computing the Canny edge every 5 degree for each window patch, we obtain a 72 dimension edge feature vector. Since text image patches have variable size, and normalize the edge vector. This will also pose constraints on the later classifier learning. We model text color distribution independent to its real RGB values due to the fact that text can appear in any pair of background and foreground colors. For each patch, we first project its color distribution into normalized RGB color space which actually has only two degree-of-freedom. We then use EM algorithm to compute the data likelihood by assuming the distribution is generated by a Gaussian model. Similarly, we compute the other four likelihood values by assuming two, three, four and five Gaussians. By this way, we can project the data point from normalized RGB space to a new 5-dim space in which each coordinate represents data likelihood of a generative model.
A MODIFIED CO-TRAING ALGORITHM FOR TEXT DETECTION
Next we describe how to learn a text detector from labeled and unlabeled data by combining the co-training scheme with text recognition input. We select Support Vector Machines (SVM) as the classifier in the work. We begin the discussion with a brief overview of SVM classifier.
Support Vector Machines
SVM is widely used to solve binary classification problem. The algorithm is to find a decision surface that maximally separates data points into two classes based on the Structural Risk Minimization principle [5] . The decision function is defined as 
The parameters, W, can be estimated by solving a quadratic programming problem. For other non-linear cases, a kernel function is chosen and it can have various forms, such as the polynomial kernel and Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel. In this work, we choose SVM with a RBF kernel.
A Modified Co-Training Algorithm
The co-training algorithm trains two SVM classifiers over the edge and color feature sets from labeled and unlabeled training data. In our experiments two SVM classifiers are initialized using a limited number of manually labeled data. In co-training algorithm, each classifier iteratively chooses a small set of unlabeled samples per class as candidates to add to the labeled set per iteration with their predicted labels. There can be some errors in predictions since cotraining classifiers are not perfect. We attempt to improve the quality of augmented data by introducing some additional authority information. In other words, the selection of the final unlabeled samples to add is also based on recognition results. We use commercial OCR software to scan every candidate samples. Only the samples, in which at least one English letter or more are found, are added into the positive training set (we are only interested in English text detection). On the other hand, only samples, in which OCR does not find any text, are added to the negative set. Each classifier retrains itself from newly augmented labeled sets. Such a process iterates until no more text can be detected by two classifiers from unlabeled patches.
Another issue is that text recognition is computation expensive, the algorithm cannot afford running OCR on each of thousands of unlabeled data, but only on those most confidently predicted samples of each class per round. Different co-training classifiers play different roles in text detection task since they are trained on different feature sets. Therefore, it is natural to learn an optimal weighting combination of co-training classifiers from a development set. The idea is as follows. We randomly pick a subset from labeled training data and evaluate two classifiers on it. We then get the error rates of two classifiers. The weighting coefficients of two classifiers are then set as (1-error rate) and normalize them. Evaluate again and update the coefficients until they stabilize. Repeat the process by randomly selecting additional nine development sets with same size. Average coefficients from each set to get final weighting coefficients. Table 1 outlines the new algorithm. Training Process: Iterate until there is no more text can be detected by two classifiers and OCR from unlabeled data:
1. Train an SVM classifier, A, using the edge features from labeled data;
2. Train an SVM classifier, B, using the color features from labeled data;
3. Select top 5% unlabeled samples, about which both A and OCR are most confident that its class label is "text" or "non-text" and add them to the augmented sets of B;
4. Similarly, pick top 5% instances about which B and OCR are most confident that their class labels are "text" or "non-text" and add them to the augmented sets of A;
5. Re-train A and B based on the augmented data.
Validation Process: Randomly select a development set and initialize the weighting coefficients of A and B as their (1-error rate). Normalize the weighting coefficients. Select another development set and updates the weighting coefficients based on A and B's classification results on it. Iterate the process until coefficients stabilize.
Output: Two final SVM classifiers, A' and B', that A' predicts labels for new samples using edge features and B' predicts labels using color features. The predictions of A' and B' are combined through the learned weighting coefficients and normalizing their class probability scores.
Sampling Negative Samples
Training data for text detection are image patches, so we need sample the training instances from each image by a sliding rectangle window ( )
with 50% overlap between adjacent patches at various scales. We found severe unbalanced distribution of positive and negative samples within sampled data. There are a much larger number of negative samples than that of positive ones. Here we apply the sub-sampling method to deal with this problem as in [8] . The basic idea is to use the importance sampling approach, by randomly selecting negative samples using a probability distribution related to the density estimation. Figure 2 shows some labeled positive and negative samples.
Positive Samples Negative Samples Figure 2 . Labeled text image patches.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We randomly select 360 images, 205 for training and 155 for testing, from ICDAR'03 competition datasets [11] . In the 205 training images, 15% images are randomly selected as the initial labeled training set and 10% images are set as the size of development set. The rest images are used as unlabeled data. Figure 3 shows the ROC curves of two detectors that are computed on the testing data. Note that the bigger is area below the curve is the better performance.
As we can see, co-training can dramatically reduce the false positive rate by over 50% when the detection rate is equal to 0.8. Figure 4 shows some detection results, among which almost all text segments in these examples were correctly detected except that the system missed "(A12)" in the upper-right image. Figure 5 shows some false positives. As you can see they are all "text-like" things. Table 2 compares co-training classifiers with supervised-learning classifiers using 5-fold cross validation on testing data. It shows that combining OCR and the weighting strategy improve text detection performance compared to the co-training classifier without OCR or other supervised learning classifiers. Since some state-of-the-art text detection methods [4, 11] did not use the same data set as us or used different experimental settings, so it is hard compare their results with ours.
CONCLUSION
We have proposed a modified co-training algorithm for text detection from images. There are two key elements of the new algorithm. First, text recognition is used in the cotraining process to provide additional authority information about unlabeled data before augmenting data. Second, a weighted combination of two co-training classifiers is used to replace the even combination strategy. Experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method on the text detection task. One future work is to explore the feasibility of this modified co-training algorithm in other problem domains, e.g., web/email classification. 
